Feng Shui for Residential : BE > WITH FENG SHUI
A bit “more” of the “whats” and “hows” of one of my Feng Shui
sessions or consultations.
Are you feeling out of balance, stuck in some aspect of your life,
or know that you can be more comfortable in your surroundings?
Use Feng Shui to give you solutions to attract and realize more
clarity, well being, love, balance, family and business support.
“Shift happens” and it WILL…now what?
Think of it as knowing where you are at NOW, and then, where
you DESIRE to be. As a feng shui practitioner, I am your guide;
the vehicle, that takes you to where you want to be!
Give me a call and discuss how a Feng Shui session will “take
you”, shift you, your life, home, business, and even your pets, by
activating the positive flow and balancing of “chi” or energy in your
environment. My sessions are from the Black Hat School of Feng
Shui , and are uniquely guided with the principles of Huna;
Hawaiian “aloha”.
Continue for more...
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If you are new or already know about Black Hat Feng Shui, this short paper will let you know what is
required and what to expect from one of my Feng Shui consultations.
The “Why” of your call…
Most likely there is an aspect of your life that wants to find more balance, more flow, more movement. Want
to “shift” things, get things going, move forward, to make positive change in your life?
Yes you can, using Feng Shui you make physical, mental, and emotional changes to increase energy and
positive flow to all areas of life. All you need to bring is your good intent and desire to change, and see what
Feng Shui magic can happen!
Change is growth and we all love positive growth!
The “How “of my help…
First we talk about what it is you wish to change or grow…where is “shift” needed. Next, we spend some
time finding out what your environment now “looks like” and where you, the others living in your space,
your pets (if you have fur folk), are comfortable or not so comfortable in and around your home. If you are
looking at your business space, same things go…who and where are there comfortable or uncomfortable
areas. What you feel is in lack or stuck in your life and also where you wish to grow and change in your life
and space. What you “like” and what you do “not like”, that simple.
Steps to making positive change:
STANDARD FIRST VISIT…BALANCING THE 9 LIFE SPACES
1. A questionnaire will be given to you to find and express the likes and dislikes clearly. After I receive your
answers, we discuss, agree on goals, then on to step 2.
2. You will do a rough drawing of your floor plan, all floors need to be done!
3. We review this plan and find where your strengths and challenges could be within this arena. A rough
list of Feng Shui “needs” are discussed and the plans you provide now become your guide or map to the
strong energies already in your home or office. If you have pets, we also discuss where they love to be
and not to visit. This sketched floor plan will be filled in showing the Bagua’s 9 life spaces or guas will be
left with you (along with some session notes) as a reminder for future work and help with “chi”!
4. Next step is for me to come to your space and together we first clear and clean the space, then activate,
move, assist beneficial energy into and around your environment. The length of time on site is custom
and is discussed before my arrival so you and I can both plan our time efficiently.
5. After the feng shui colors and cures are put into place, the space is blessed and we close our session.
My payment is then put into 2 red envelopes: your fee for feng shui in one red envelope and a 2nd a red
envelope which expresses unconditional gratitude is given.
Each situation is custom; each need is unique in every way. You will be left with some suggestions and a
bit of “homework” to do within the first week after my visit.
For your interest, on the next pages I give you examples of a floor plan; its rough divisions into the 9 life
spaces or guas of the feng shui Bagua, and the Bagua (energy map!).
Please give me a call to discuss, plan, and ignite some good positive movement in all your life…”shift” into
change, become and be greater in all you do and give!
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Example of leave behind “Bagua Map” with suggestions for each gua according to unique needs
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Each session has a leave behind with floor plan Bagua division with “weakness” areas noted
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